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本系统是基于 C/S 模式，采用 VC++编程语言，利用面向对象的设计思想，







































With the rapid development of computer technology, the computer has made 
new research achievements. The applications of computer technology are gaining 
popularity in the global scope, and they play an increasingly important role in taking 
place of the mental work so that we can liberate from the complicated affairs and 
even can improve our work efficiency. How to use the modern information 
technology to enable pharmacies to have a fast market reaction ability and high 
work efficiency, is a problem of particular concern to the pharmacy. To establish a 
practical pharmacy management system and improve all kinds of pharmacy 
information management has become a pressing matter of the moment for the 
survival and development of the pharmacy.  
The system, based on the C/S model, adopts the VC ++ programming language, 
and utilizes object-oriented design idea, develops in the environment of Microsoft 
Visual Studio 2008, and uses the SQL Server 2008 database. The main function of 
this system may be employee information management ,drug information 
management, supplier information management, inventory management, stock 
management, sales management, print daily lists and the monthly reports,expired 
drug treatment and user management function.  
In this dissertation, from the system development tools, systems analysis, 
system design, system implementation, system test and a series of development 
process to introduce design and implementation of a pharmacy management system. 
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